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I. Introduction

Robots have been a part of the popular imagination since antiquity. And yet the idea of a robot—a being that exists somehow in the twilight between machine and person—continues to fascinate. Even today, as robots help us build cars and wage war, and as household name companies invest billions of dollars in robotics, we still think of robots as heralds of the future.

This Article looks at the specific role robots play in the judicial imagination. The law and technology literature is replete with examples of how the metaphors and analogies that courts select for emerging technology can be outcome determinative. Privacy law scholar Professor Daniel Solove argues convincingly, for instance, that George Orwell’s Big Brother metaphor has come to dominate, and in ways limit, privacy law and policy in the United States.1 Even at a more specific, practical level, whether a judge sees email as more like
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a letter or a postcard will dictate the level of Fourth Amendment pro-
tection she is prepared to extend it.2

But next to no work examines the inverse: when and how courts
invoke metaphors about emerging technology when deciding cases
about people. This essay examines the concept of the robot, not the
literal artifact. The focus of this essay is the way judges use the word
“robot,” not because the technology is before the court, but because
the concept may be useful for advancing an argument explaining a
decision. It turns out there are many such instances. A judge must not
act like a robot in court, for example, or apply the law robotically.3
The robotic witness is not to be trusted.4 And people who commit
crimes under the robotic control of another might avoid sanction.5

While the contexts of these cases vary tremendously — from tort,
to criminal law, to immigration — the way judges describe robots is
surprisingly uniform. A robot is a machine that looks and acts like a
person but actually lacks discretion. Judges invoke robots as pro-
grammable machines, incapable of deviating from their instructions,
even as they apply the term to real people.6 Indeed, judges seem to be
using the term robot for what rhetoric scholar Professor Leah
Ceccarelli calls its “polysemous” property, that is, its capability for
holding multiple, simultaneous, but conflicting meanings.7 Invoking
the metaphor of a robot permits the judge to justify, in lay terms, a
particular kind of decision, such as the decision to absolve a living
person who was under another’s control of legal responsibility or to
discredit a witness whose testimony felt rote.

The judge’s use of the robot metaphor can be justice enhancing in
some ways but problematic in others. Judges tend to invoke robots as
a rhetorical measure to help justify the removal of agency from a per-
son, often a person whom society already tends to marginalize.8 Fur-
ther, to the extent judges’ rhetorical uses of robots reflect their actual
understanding of the technology, judges hold an increasingly outdated
mental model of what a robot is. One hopes that judges will update
this mental model as actual robots continue to enter mainstream
American life and create new legal conflicts.

This Article proceeds as follows. Part II gives some background
on the considerable role of metaphor in law and technology. Meta-

---

2. See infra notes 27–29.
3. See, e.g., Pennsylvania v. Local Union 542, Int’l Union of Operating Eng’rs, 388 F.
   judge is a human being, not an automaton or a robot.”).
4. See, e.g., Rong Lin v. Mukasey, 299 F. App’x 10, 11 (2d Cir. 2008).
6. See infra Part III.
7. See Leah Ceccarelli, Polysemy: Multiple Meanings in Rhetorical Criticism, 84 Q.J.
8. See infra Section IV.C.
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phors matter in law and can determine the outcome of legal and policy debates about emerging technology, as information privacy and other scholars explore in depth. Part III contributes to this literature by asking the inverse question: how do courts invoke an emerging technology such as robotics in reasoning about cases involving people? Bridging a wide variety of contexts, this Part walks through how judges have used a particularly evocative, unfamiliar technology rhetorically in order to justify a legal outcome.

Part IV examines what we can learn from the ways judges deploy the robot metaphor. In a process that leading law and literature scholar Professor James Boyd White labels “justice as translation,” metaphors can help explain and even justify legal decisions. But the pattern I detect in judges’ use of the word “robot” also helps uncover the ways that jurists sometimes deny agency to marginalized individuals or communities, as discussed in Part V. And ultimately, judges and their audiences will need to revisit the idea that robots are incapable of discretion; today and tomorrow’s robots are increasingly capable of exercising discretion and acting in unpredictable ways the law will have to address.

II. THE ROLE OF METAPHOR IN LAW AND TECHNOLOGY

A metaphor is a means of achieving a rhetorical effect by directly equating disparate concepts. Every metaphor is, in its own way, an argument. When Albert Einstein said that “all religions, arts and sciences are branches of the same tree,” he meant to enlist the reader or listener’s imagination in arguing for a common kernel of thought. When Emily Dickinson referred to hope as a “thing with feathers,” she implicitly made a claim about the nature of resilience. The same is true of metaphor’s close cousin, analogy, as Justice Douglas’s famous dissent in the early electronic surveillance case United States v. White illustrates. Saying that a new technology or system is “like” or “as”

9. See generally James Boyd White, Justice as Translation: An Essay in Cultural and Legal Criticism (1990) (describing how judges impart meaning to authoritative statutes and opinions through a process of translating them into a personal language understandable in the present context).
14. United States v. White, 401 U.S. 745, 756 (1971) (Douglas, J., dissenting) (“What the ancients knew as ‘eavesdropping,’ we now call ‘electronic surveillance’; but to equate the two is to treat man’s first gunpowder on the same level as the nuclear bomb. Electronic surveillance is the greatest leveler of human privacy ever known.”).
a previous one suggests that the two should be treated the same under the law.

It should come as no surprise, therefore, that metaphor can and does shape policy commitments. In 2011, cognitive psychologists Professors Lera Boroditsky and Paul Thibodeau at Stanford University conducted an experiment in which they presented 485 subjects with a description of an imaginary city experiencing a surge in criminal activity. To one set of subjects, the researchers described crime in general as a “virus infecting the city” and “plaguing” neighborhoods. To the other, they described it as a “wild beast preying on the city” and “lurking in neighborhoods.” When asked for policy recommendations, subjects in the first condition recommended more enforcement fifty-six percent of the time and social reforms forty-four percent of the time. Subjects in the second condition recommended more enforcement seventy-four percent of the time and social reform twenty-six percent of the time. The authors concluded that even the alteration of a single word — a metaphor — can dramatically alter the frame subjects use to approach a social problem.

Judges also rely on metaphor and analogy when reasoning through new technologies. In the context of cryptography, for instance, Professor Michael Froomkin explores the four metaphors that seem to have the most appeal to judges: the concept of encryption described as a “car” that carries information, a kind of “language,” a “safe” that hides secrets, or a “house” in which conversation takes place. According to Froomkin, a judge’s selection of metaphor in turn reveals the level of First and Fourth Amendment protections the judge is willing to apply to encrypted communications. If encryption is merely a car in which messages travel, it gets lower constitutional protection. But if encryption is a language, it may receive more robust protection. Among Froomkin’s conclusions, which bear revisiting in light of contemporary debates around government interference in cryptography, is that “ideas are weapons.” And indeed, technology giants Apple and Microsoft specifically invoked speech in their recent efforts to resist government surveillance. Apple claimed that the government’s demand that the company assist the FBI to break

16. Id.
17. Id.
18. Id. at 4.
19. Id.
20. Id. at 2.
22. See id. at 879.
23. See id.
24. Id. at 843–44.
into an iPhone amounted to compelled speech, whereas Microsoft argued that prohibitions on giving information to consumers about surveillance orders it received amounted to a free speech limitation.

Litigants often deploy metaphor and analogy strategically in an effort to channel the law’s application to a new technology. The Department of Justice saw early but mixed success with the argument that email should be thought of as analogous to a postcard instead of a letter. A person who writes a postcard does not enjoy a reasonable expectation of privacy under the Fourth Amendment because the content of the card is freely legible to everyone in the delivery chain. A letter, in contrast, can only be read if opened. Some courts accepted the Justice Department’s analogy at face value, and consequently, ratcheted down the level of Fourth Amendment protection to which email was entitled.

A similar battle of ideas has been playing out around whether storing records in the “cloud,” that is, on a remote server, is tantamount to showing the documents to a third party—in which case there may not be a reasonable expectation of privacy as against the provider—or more like keeping them in a safety deposit box.

Professor Orin Kerr observes that the Internet itself presents an interesting metaphorical problem, which he calls the “problem of perspective.” He offers several examples from criminal procedure in which the way a court envisions a technology can determine the scope of Fourth Amendment protection it deserves. Imagine that officers have been given a warrant to search a white-collar defendant’s house in connection to alleged embezzlement. They execute the warrant and find a computer screen open to the defendant’s online bank account. Are the officers permitted to use what they see? Can they scroll down or click on links? The answer depends, Kerr argues, on whether we employ the internal perspective, wherein “the Internet provides a window to a virtual world,” or the external perspective, wherein “the

28. See id. at 157–58.
29. See id.
30. See id.
31. See, e.g., Warshak v. United States, 490 F.3d 455, 470 (6th Cir. 2007), vacated, 532 F.3d 521 (6th Cir. 2008).
33. Id. at 364–68.
34. Id. at 359.
Internet is simply a network of computers located around the world and connected by wires and cables.\textsuperscript{35} If the former, officers may be entitled to enter through the window because they are already allowed to be in the house.\textsuperscript{36} If the latter, the officers may have to get a separate warrant to follow the information to a new physical location.\textsuperscript{37}

As alluded to above, Solove argues that information privacy law in general suffers from an overreliance on a particular metaphor: Big Brother.\textsuperscript{38} For Solove, the Big Brother metaphor from Orwell’s \textit{Nine-teen Eighty-Four} captures the dangers around much intentional surveillance but has “significant limitations for the database privacy problem,”\textsuperscript{39} meaning the centralized collection, processing, and storage of personal information by institutions. Solove prefers the metaphor of \textit{The Trial} by Franz Kafka — the story of an individual under the arbitrary scrutiny of a secret court, the inner workings of which he does not understand.\textsuperscript{40} “As understood in light of the Kafka metaphor,” writes Solove, “the primary problem with databases stems from the way the bureaucratic process treats individuals and their information.”\textsuperscript{41} Solove goes on to use the Kafka metaphor to critique existing privacy law as well as market-based solutions and to propose solutions focused on the power asymmetry between individuals and institutions, including accessibility to records and limitations on secondary use of personal information.\textsuperscript{42}

In short, the law and technology literature — particularly around information privacy — is plainly aware of the role metaphor can play in channeling legal outcomes in the context of emerging technology.

Students of robotics law have not missed the importance of metaphor either. For example, professor of law Neil Richards and professor of robotics William Smart expressly call attention to the importance of metaphor and legal analogy in their work \textit{How Should the Law Think About Robots}?\textsuperscript{43} These authors conclude that courts should be careful to characterize robots as tools, albeit programmable ones, because doing otherwise runs the risk of committing what the

\textsuperscript{35} Id. at 360.
\textsuperscript{36} Id. at 367–68.
\textsuperscript{37} Id.
\textsuperscript{38} Solove, supra note 1, at 1395–98.
\textsuperscript{39} Id. at 1417.
\textsuperscript{40} Id. at 1421.
\textsuperscript{41} Id.
\textsuperscript{42} Id. at 1423–30.
authors call “the Android Fallacy.”

The Android Fallacy refers to the idea that robots should be treated differently merely because they resemble people. As the MIT Media Lab’s Kate Darling argues, someday it may be necessary for courts and lawmakers to acknowledge the ways people react differently from machines. And merely because robots run on programming does not mean, as courts seem to assume, that they lack the ability to behave in spontaneous ways. I will return to this last theme in Part IV.

III. THE ROBOT ITSELF AS A LEGAL METAPHOR

Robots are rapidly entering the mainstream. Robots help perform surgery, drones deliver packages, and cars and trucks are beginning to drive themselves. Eventually courts and officials will have to grapple with the best metaphor for a given robot in a particular legal context. Arguably, they have begun to do so already. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) recently decided that drones were “aircraft,” leading to severe limitations on their use in delivery to date. Had the FAA analogized drones to, for instance, carrier pigeons, they would have no jurisdiction. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) decided to analogize surgical robots to laparoscopic surgery, thereby accelerating the approval process—possibly in problematic ways.

44. Richards & Smart, supra note 43, at 4, 18 (“Finally, we argue that one particularly seductive metaphor for robots should be rejected at all costs: the idea that robots are ‘just like people.’ . . . We call this idea ‘the Android Fallacy.’”).

45. Id. at 4.

46. See, e.g., Kate Darling, Extending Legal Protection to Social Robots: The Effects of Anthropomorphism, Empathy, and Violent Behavior Towards Robotic Objects, in ROBOT LAW, supra note 43, at 230.


51. I owe this point to Sam Sudar, then a PhD candidate in Computer Science and Engineering at the University of Washington. Sudar wrote a paper on the topic of robots substituting for animals in a variety of contexts.

approval indicate that surgical robotics can go wrong in ways that laparoscopic surgery generally does not.  

This Article investigates a different phenomenon: when and how judges invoke emerging technology rhetorically in order to motivate or justify decisions about people. In many ways, this represents the inverse of the metaphor question law and technology scholarship usually addresses. I chose to examine this phenomenon by looking specifically at the concept of a robot — in part due to our longstanding fascination with robots dating back centuries, and in part because of the technology’s growing relevance to daily life. Robots are ultimately meant to serve as a case study of the broader topic of technology rhetoric in law.

My basic methodological approach was to search Westlaw for use of the word “robot” and its derivatives in the headnotes of cases. Headnotes represent an imperfect heuristic in that they are written not by judges but by lawyers after a case has been decided. However, because headnotes are meant to capture the court’s core reasoning, and because they contain language often cited by subsequent decisions, they seemed the best place to start for an examination of robot metaphors in judicial reasoning. From these I eliminated instances where an actual robot was at issue in the case. Rather, in this project I focused on how and why judges invoke robots to decide issues that arguably have nothing to do with the technology.

I grouped the examples according to themes for further analysis in this Part. What I found is that judges invoke robots in a surprising variety of contexts, but they are almost always making the same rhetorical move. Specifically, the judge offers the robot as a metaphor for a discretionless person, thereby making one of three implicit claims: (1) neither society generally, nor legal institutions specifically, should require people to be robots; (2) courts should discredit a person with robotic qualities; or (3) the law should absolve people of responsibility who, in causing harm, acted as the mere robots of a party not before the court.

A. The Robot as Judicial Foil

Robots appear repeatedly in appellate court opinions analyzing judicial bias. Confronted with a variety of allegations, many opinions

---

53. See id.
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remind us that judges are flesh-and-blood people. Litigants may expect judges to be robotic, but they are not. Nor should they be. We would not want to dispense with human judgment.

The claim that a judge is not a robot arises in at least two contexts. The first is when trial judges react to the presentation of evidence or engage in other behavior that conveys an emotional investment in the proceedings. Perhaps a judge laughs with a funny witness, suggests pity for the plight of the victim, or displays impatience over delay or interruption. Opposing counsel may seize upon this moment in an effort to show that the judge is prejudiced against their client, but courts almost universally reject these challenges, often citing to the reasoning of Allen v. State.

Allen involved a defendant who challenged his murder conviction in part on the basis that the facial expressions of the judge during trial revealed bias and prejudiced the jury against the defendant.

The Supreme Court of Alabama rejected the defendant’s challenge in Allen on the basis that “the trial judge is a human being, not an automaton or a robot.” Implicit in the court’s reasoning was the idea that while a robot judge might not betray emotion, neither would it be capable of true wisdom or justice. As the court put it: “We have not, and hopefully never will reach the stage in Alabama at which a stone-cold computer is draped in a black robe, set up behind the bench, and plugged in to begin service as Circuit Judge.”

Even in the absence of a reaction from the bench, litigants may question whether the very identity of a jurist suggests partiality. A fascinating and historically important case is that of Pennsylvania v. Local Union 542, from 1974.

Local Union 542 involved allegations of racial discrimination made by twelve black workers against a predominantly white labor union. The union sought to disqualify the federal district court judge who was assigned to the case on the basis that the judge was black and had recently addressed a group of black historians, at which time the judge allegedly displayed an “intimate tie with and emotional attachment to the advancement of black civil

55. See, e.g., Keppel v. BaRoss Builders, Inc., 509 A.2d 51, 56 (Conn. App. Ct. 1986) (“Above all, it showed that a judge is a human being, not the type of unfeeling robot some would expect the judge to be.”); Fletcher v. State, 277 So. 2d 882, 883 (Ala. 1973) (“[T]he trial judge is not required to be a robot without emotional reaction to happenings in his courtroom. Impatience with excessive delay by counsel is a natural and understandable reaction.”).


58. Id. at 586.

59. Id.


61. Id. at 163 n.7.
In rejecting the challenge to his own impartiality, Judge Higginbotham noted that white judges were free to pursue their own interests and concerns outside the bench; no one expected white judges to renounce their heritage or history to maintain impartiality. The union’s recusal motion implied that black judges, in contrast, must be “robots who are totally isolated from their racial heritage and unconcerned about it,” or at least refrain from discussing that heritage.

“Should they be robots?” Judge Higginbotham asked of black judges. He didn’t think so. I suspect his implication is twofold. The first implication is that applying a near-impossible standard to one set of judges and not another on the basis of race violates the principle of equal treatment. But this point could be made in a number of ways. He could simply argue that political affiliations should not be a factor for black judges any more than for white ones. By invoking a robot, specifically, Judge Higginbotham is creating a judicial foil. Society does not, and should not, expect justice to be dispensed by a machine incapable of exhibiting wisdom, judgment, and where appropriate, mercy to litigants. These qualities are inseparable from human experience.

A second context in which the specter of the robot judge arises is in discussions of judicial discretion. A judge need not, for instance, “robotically recite” every statutory consideration in the course of meting out a sentence under the federal sentencing guidelines, or “recite robotic findings” to establish that conditions have changed in a given country for purposes of rejecting asylum. Much American law is codified, but the code is not software code that a judge executes like a computer. One assumes a judge has considered relevant factors unless confronted with evidence to the contrary.

Some judges have also argued that trial courts do not become the robots of the appellate courts, which reverse their decisions. Obviously, a decision by a higher court “severely limits the kinds of considerations open” to a lower court on remand. At the same time: “An appellate mandate does not turn a district judge into a robot, mechatronics."

62. Id. at 157.
63. See id. at 165.
64. Id. at 178.
65. Id. at 180. In this case, the court believed that the petitioners expected black judges to be more robotic than white ones.
66. United States v. Ruiz-Salazar, 785 F.3d 1270, 1273 (8th Cir. 2015). Other cases dispense with the requirement to make "robotic incantations that each factor has been considered." See, e.g., United States v. Blackmon, 662 F.3d 981, 988 (8th Cir. 2011) (citing United States v. Lamoreaux, 422 F.3d 750, 756 (8th Cir. 2005)).
69. Barrow v. Falck, 11 F.3d 729, 731 (7th Cir. 1993).
ally carrying out orders that become inappropriate in light of subsequent discoveries or changes in the law.”70 A lower court judge looking for wiggle room might say that the mere fact that her ruling was overturned does not mean that she has lost all humanity or judgment, that is, become a person in appearance only — in other words, more robotic. The metaphor of a robot once again helps the judge dramatize this point.

The intuition that justice must be meted out by humans may go deeper still, beyond the individual judge. Although we introduce process precisely to reduce bias and promote consistency, there is nevertheless a sense among some courts and many litigants that an overly robotic judicial system is not a fair one. Each person is entitled to an individual hearing. Someone — maybe a judge, maybe a jury of one’s peers — should sit in considered judgment. For example, in a challenge to health regulations, the appellants in Kirk v. Secretary of Health and Human Services argued that the new guidelines, which eliminate the need to hear from a vocational expert, “robotize the adjudicative process, in violation of due process guarantees.”71

Although the court in Kirk ultimately rejected appellants’ claim, similar arguments have succeeded in other contexts. In Jianli Chen v. Holder, for example, the First Circuit noted that the role of the immigration appeals board “is not meant to be robotic” and that the board has the “prerogative — indeed, the duty — of examining the basis for, and then synthesizing and analyzing, the [immigration judge’s] findings.”72 Embedded in this logic is the notion that, although we are famously “a government of laws, and not of men,”73 those laws are to be interpreted and applied by real men and women.

B. The Robot as Foil for the Juror or Witness

The judge is not a robot and neither is the quintessential finder of fact, the juror. It is not necessarily evidence of bias for a juror to laugh or cry during trial, and our Constitution requires courts to scrutinize the bases upon which litigants strike jurors from service.74 Courts also

70. Id.; cf. Jianli Chen v. Holder, 703 F.3d 17, 23 (1st Cir. 2012) (“This multifaceted role is not meant to be robotic. The [Board of Immigration Appeals] is not bound simply to parrot the precise language used by the [immigration judge] but, rather, may use its own vocabulary.”).
74. See, e.g., Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79, 89 (1986) (holding that striking jurors solely based on their race violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
assume that jurors who do serve are people with lived experience, not machines that can be programmed by either party at bar. Thus, for instance, the court invoked robots in Burch v. Reading Co., a case in which a widow with two children broke her ankle on the job and sued her employer, a railroad company. The judge at trial instructed the jury to disregard closing testimony that the plaintiff had little children who depended on her. According to the appeals court, the trial judge’s instructions to disregard emotion were acceptable because jurors “are not robots who come to the court house with minds tabula rasa and who respond mechanically to every impression they receive in the courtroom.”

Courts also assume witnesses to be ordinary people. When they instead act like robots in court, it is generally considered a bad sign. Several cases hold robotic behavior in court against the litigant. It may be that cold, calculating people are not viewed as trustworthy; that the truth cannot be rehearsed; or that justice is somehow an intrinsically humanistic process. Regardless, the sentiment that robotic behavior is evidence of untrustworthiness is reflected in cases such as Rong Lin v. Mukasey, where a witness appeared to be “robotically repeating a script rather than testifying from actual experience,” or Kun Ling Chen v. U.S. Department of Justice in which the witness testified well enough but “appeared ‘robotic’ when pressed for details on cross examination.”

It is worth pausing to note that Rong Lin, Kun Ling Chen, and many of the other cases finding testimony to be insufficiently spontaneous arise in the context of immigration where English may not be the defendant’s first language and external documentation may be hard to authenticate. I will return to the significance of labeling immigrant witnesses as robots in the subsequent Part. For now, suffice it to say that such a finding can support an adverse finding as to creditment). Courts also grant certain latitude to spectators at a trial in displaying emotion. See Meghan E. Lind, Comment, Hearts on Their Sleeves: Symbolic Displays of Emotion by Spectators of Criminal Trials, 98 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 1147, 1165 (2008).

75. See Burch v. Reading, Co., 240 F.2d 574, 577 (3d Cir. 1957).
76. Id. at 576–77.
77. Id. at 576.
78. Id. at 577.
79. I pause to note that the standard could be quite different for experts. No case I came across sought to detract from expert testimony on the basis that it felt coached or robotic. Rather, the issue came up in contexts, like asylum cases, where you might expect emotional intensity. Litigants can also try to leverage previous robotic behavior in court for advantage, as when a defendant attempts to withdraw a guilty plea that he delivered “like a robot.” United States v. Osei, 679 F.3d 742, 745 (8th Cir. 2012).
82. See infra notes 179–80.
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The previous two sections focus on the use of the robot metaphor by judges, jurors, and witnesses to describe behavior taking place within the judicial system. A final set of examples, explored in this Section, involves the use of the robot metaphor by judges in considering whether to hold parties accountable for conduct that landed them in the system in the first place. Stated simply, the judge in certain instances conceives of the defendant as having been, at all relevant times, a kind of robot under the control of some operator not before the court. Alternatively, the judge might attribute the actions of an entity, such as a corporation, to the defendant because the entity is simply an extension of the person — his or her robot. While the emphasis is on previous conduct in the world and not participation in the court system, the metaphoric use of the robot remains consistent. The robot is still a person lacking discretion. The idea of a robot in this context becomes synonymous with a person by all appearances who nevertheless lacks autonomy or free will.

In the 1950 case Frye v. Baskin, the plaintiff owned a Jeep that he let his minor son drive. His son John was on a date with the defendant, a minor named Kathryn, whom John asked to take the wheel. She did not know how to drive but, “under his tutelage,” she managed to drive the car around town for a time. At one point, John called out a direction to the girl and then reversed himself, telling her to go left instead of right. Kathryn tried to comply and wound up crashing the vehicle. In the resulting suit by the father against his son’s friend, the court refused to find the defendant negligent as a matter of law and upheld the jury’s verdict. According to the court,

83. That the cases involving robotic witnesses tend to arise in the context of immigration could be a function of the fact that an immigration court originally came up with the formulation. Or it may reflect something else, such as a language or cultural barrier. See infra Section IV.C.
84. See infra Section IV.C.
85. A note about scope: clearly the notion of free will in philosophy and law has a contentious and involved history. I will not attempt here to unpack whether such a concept exists or what its role should be in legal discourse. Rather, I only call attention to the ways litigants and jurists invoke the concept of robot — apparently, an entity human in appearance but lacking free will — in an effort to avoid or transfer culpability for wrongdoing.
87. Id.
88. Id. at 633.
89. Id.
90. Id.
91. See id. at 632–33.
plaintiff’s son John was really the driver. The defendant “controlled the car the same as if she had been a robot or an automaton. When John said ‘turn,’ she turned, mechanically.” She was merely “the instrumentality by which John drove the car.” Accordingly, “if it were negligence, it was John’s and not hers.” The jury was accordingly entitled to find no fault on the part of the defendant.

Judges have also alluded to robotic metaphors in attempting to parse consent. *Molko v. Holy Spirit Association* involved allegations of fraud, false imprisonment, and intentional infliction of emotional distress against the Unification Church that came before the Supreme Court of California. Plaintiffs claimed that they had been brainwashed into joining and remaining with the church until each was found and “deprogrammed” by professionals sent by their respective parents. Robots do not come up in the majority opinion, which reversed the lower court’s dismissal of the plaintiffs’ fraud claim. But the dissent found the distinction between people and robots to be crucial: “The evidence before us . . . clearly indicates that the Church’s indoctrination did not render appellants mindless puppets or robot-like creatures.”

Similar discussions occur in the context of corporate law. Judges invoked robotic behavior in a series of cases involving the standing and knowledge of companies that were unwittingly part of a Ponzi scheme to absolve a particular defendant of responsibility. One court did not see “captive corporations” as independent entities but rather as the “robotic . . . tools” of the scheme’s architect. As a mere robot of the real perpetrator, neither the corporation nor its investors could be imputed with knowledge of the scheme and therefore lacked the fraudulent intent necessary to support a finding of liability. However, once released from the control of the Ponzi scheme, these companies regained their status as separate corporate entities with standing to sue the architect for fraud and other damages.

92. *Id.* at 635.
93. *Id.*
94. *Id.*
95. *Id.* at 636.
96. See *id.* at 635 (“Neither does the evidence show negligence on the part of defendant as a matter of law (if it shows negligence at all, which we need not decide.”).
98. *Id.* at 51–52, 54.
99. *Id.* at 61.
101. See *Janvey v. Democratic Senatorial Campaign Comm.*., Inc., 712 F.3d 185, 190, 192 (5th Cir. 2013); *Scholes v. Lehmann*, 56 F.3d 750, 754 (7th Cir. 1995).
102. *Janvey*, 712 F.3d at 190, 192.
103. *Id.* at 192.
Conversely, under the “alter ego” theory of corporate liability, a corporation that is entirely under an accused individual’s control is not entitled to treatment as a separate entity. The doctrine says litigants can reach beyond a corporation to the personal assets of a company principal to the extent he or she uses the company to further purely personal interests. But the standard litigants must meet in order to invoke the alter ego theory is a high one. The plaintiff must establish that the controlled corporation acted “robot-like” and in “mechanical response” to the controller’s “pressure on its buttons.” Only then will the court use the alter ego theory as a basis to pierce the corporate veil.

While the contexts of the robot metaphor explored in this Section vary tremendously — from immigration, to labor, to tort, to corporate fraud — there is a clear commonality among them. The metaphor of the robot appears as shorthand for a person without will. In the judicial imagination, a robot is what a person or entity becomes when completely controlled by another. Such a person or entity is not capable of fault or knowledge, leaving the individual controlling the machine — the programmer — at fault instead. The effect is, interestingly enough, temporary. Thus, the defendant who later learns to drive will be responsible for any accident she causes; the victims of a religious cult may be deprogrammed and bring suit; and an entity freed from the robotic control of a Ponzi scheme regains the usual rights of a corporation.

IV. CRITIQUING METAPHORICAL USES OF ROBOTS

To sum up the discussion so far: law and technology scholarship recognizes the importance of selecting a metaphor or analogy for a new technology. The choice of one metaphor over another can turn out to be outcome determinative. Little attention is paid, however, to the inverse question: how judges invoke technology itself as a metaphor in deciding cases where the technology is not before the court.

I begin this dialogue by examining the use by courts of the metaphor of a robot. Robots have long fascinated American society as objects with human-like attributes, and today they are becoming an
increasingly mainstream technology. I found that courts bring up robots in a wide variety of contexts but almost always for the same reason: they are trying to conjure up the idea of a person without a will of his or her own. Judges do this because: (1) they want to paint a proposition as ridiculous, as when trial judges deny they are the simple robots of the appellate courts who overturn them; (2) they wish to call testimony into question as rehearsed or wooden, as when they discredit robotic answers on cross examination; or (3) they seek to absolve a party before the court of responsibility, as when they claim the driver of a car was the robot of the passenger. The goal in each of these instances is different, but the metaphor is the same: robots are programmable machines without independent will but otherwise resemble people.

The previous two Parts were descriptive — they touched upon law and technology’s engagement with metaphor and analogy and then described the ways American courts have invoked robots as metaphors when no technology was before the court. This Part takes an analytic and ultimately normative turn. The first Section examines how the way courts have talked about robots in the past might influence the way courts decided cases that actually involve robots. This Section stays largely within the existing law and technology framework but offers that previous metaphor selection in non-technology contexts might provide insights into the metaphors judges will use when confronted with conflicts involving the technology itself.

The second Section goes beyond the existing framework by delving deeper into the reasons and mechanisms beyond judges’ use of the robot as a metaphor. This Section draws from the law and literature tradition, particularly the “justice as translation” approach developed by leading law and literature theorist Professor James Boyd White, and positions robots as a convenient way for judges to explain and justify a legal decision to exercise or deny autonomy. While this rhetorical move is justice enhancing in the ways Boyd White argues, it can also be normatively suspect.

The final Section, drawing from critical race theory and critical feminist studies, discusses the contexts in which analogizing an individual to a robot may obscure a deeper antipathy toward a particular marginalized segment of the population.

A. Are Robots Still How Judges Envision Them?

If, as Part II shows, the selection of a metaphor or analogy for a technology by courts can be outcome determinative, it follows that the way judges conceive of robots could affect their decisions in cases
involving robotics. Where the conception is accurate we might not be concerned. But as robotics evolves to a point where existing robot metaphors differ significantly from the technology’s actual instantiation in the world, then the gap between the judge’s mental model and reality could be problematic. At a minimum, litigants in robotics law cases should be cognizant of a potential uphill battle in correctly characterizing the technology.

Part III describes a certain uniformity in the way judges invoke the robot metaphor: a robot is a programmable machine without discretion to act outside of the intention of its designer. This has actually been a relatively accurate description of the robots that judges and others have seen to date. In another project, I comb through hundreds of instances over six decades to examine the ways courts have decided cases involving robots in the past. These cases vary tremendously by context, and include everything from maritime salvage doctrine to performance taxes. By and large the robots at issue are, as courts assume, programmable machines with no minds of their own.

Consider the 1987 case Comptroller of the Treasury v. Family Entertainment Centers, in which a Maryland special appeals court had to decide whether life-sized, animatronic puppets that dance and sing at the Chuck E. Cheese children’s restaurants trigger a state tax on food “where there is furnished a performance.” In its analysis, the court looked to Webster’s dictionary, which defines performance as a “formal exhibition of skill or talent as a play, musical program, etc.; a show.” For the court, it followed that a performance “has connotations of inherent human input that leaves room for spontaneous imperfections during the exhibition of skill or talent.”

The court found that, while they “are designed to give the impression that they are performing,” the Chuck E. Cheese robots fell outside the scope of the statute. In the court’s words:

[A] pre-programmed robot can perform a menial task but, because a pre-programmed robot has no “skill” and therefore leaves no room for spontaneous human flaw in an exhibition, it cannot “perform” a piece of music... Just as a wind-up toy does not perform for
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purposes of [the statute,] neither does a pre-programmed mechanical robot.\textsuperscript{117}

The original tax court found it noteworthy that the “cyberamic figures” the restaurant chain purchased had yet to be invented when Maryland passed its performance tax statute.\textsuperscript{118} Had they existed, the lower court reasoned, surely the legislature would have added them to the list of exceptions, which include “mechanical music, radio, or television, alone.”\textsuperscript{119} Both the tax and special appeals courts invoked an “embellished jukebox” as the closest analogy to the robots in Chuck E. Cheese.\textsuperscript{120}

Resolution of this case, and others like it, does not necessarily require the judge to depart from the mental model evidenced by his or her selection of a metaphor. The Chuck E. Cheese robots are, indeed, pre-programmed machines without the capacity to depart spontaneously from a previously determined set of actions.

In other instances, the robot at issue before the court is not even pre-programmed but rather tele-operated in real time, becoming essentially an extension of the operator. Thus, in the 1989 case \textit{Columbus-America Discovery Group v. The S.S. Central America}, a court had to determine whether the operators of a robot during a salvage operation could be said to “achiev[e] exclusive custody, control and possession” of a shipwreck by virtue of visiting it with a robotic submarine.\textsuperscript{121} The court held under the circumstances — dangerous seas and a wreck at great depth — that video recording and manipulating the S.S. America remotely was the functional equivalent of physically visiting it.\textsuperscript{122} The robot was merely an extension of the salvage team,\textsuperscript{123} just as a corporation is the extension of the individual defendant under the alter ego theory of corporate liability.

Is this mental model of robots sustainable, however, in light of contemporary advances in robotics? Even at the time of \textit{Comptroller of the Treasury v. Family Entertainment Centers}, roboticists at the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) had developed the famous robot “Shakey,” capable of basic autonomous actions such as mapping a room and planning a path around an obstacle.\textsuperscript{124} Robotics has since

\textsuperscript{117} Id.
\textsuperscript{119} Id.
\textsuperscript{120} Id. at *2 (noting that “there is not a great deal of difference between these figures and a juke-box”); Comptroller of the Treasury v. Family Entm’t Ctrs., 519 A.2d at 1339.
\textsuperscript{122} Id. at 1958–59.
\textsuperscript{123} Id.
\textsuperscript{124} For a nice account of Shakey, see \textsc{John Markoff}, \textsc{Machines of Loving Grace: The Quest for Common Ground Between Humans and Robots} 1–7 (2015).
moved toward even greater adaptability. Today’s robots “learn” tasks just by watching human demonstrations or even through the robot’s own trial and error. The robotic warehouses of online retail giant Amazon not only use robots to retrieve items, but the robots also dynamically “organize themselves,” such that no human necessarily knows where any given item is on the shelf. The system watches what items tend to be ordered by the same people at the same time in a constant effort to achieve greater efficiency. So, while humans might organize items by type (e.g., a shelf of books far from a shelf of hygiene products), the system might place the first Harry Potter book next to kids’ fluoride toothpaste because it detects a correlation in consumer order history.

Contemporary robots are increasingly capable of what I label “emergent behavior” after the discussion in Stephen Johnson’s 2001 bestselling book, Emergence. I prefer “emergent” as a descriptor over the more common term “autonomous” because autonomy, to me, connotes an intent to act that is actually absent in robots. Emergent behavior refers to the ability or tendency of a system to behave in complex, unanticipated ways. This is not to say that the system will take on a will of its own; the Amazon warehouse robots will not, for instance, spontaneously decide to arrange each item by color because the effect is prettier. Nor is it to deny that all robots are at one level “programmed”; all contemporary robotics runs off of firmware and software programming. Rather, the idea is that the system will solve a problem (or create one) in ways the programmers never envisioned.

The ability to act in ways the programmer did not precisely anticipate can be highly advantageous. It means that the system can learn or respond with less human supervision, thereby saving human time and effort, and can even point toward new strategies and approaches no human would envision. For example, the leading player of the ancient game Go, Lee Se-dol, reportedly learned so much playing the artificially intelligent AlphaGo system that he overhauled his Go
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129. Calo, supra note 10, at 539. Contrast emergent behavior to “nondeterministic” end states. In nondeterministic systems, the same input does not necessarily correlate with the same output. Nevertheless, the range of potential outputs may be predictable. For example, a system that multiplies numeric inputs by a randomly generated number will always yield a number, even if we don’t know in advance what the number will be. For an early discussion, see Robert W. Floyd, Nondeterministic Algorithms, J. ASS’N COMPUTING MACH., 636, 636–644 (1967). Emergent behavior, in contrast, refers to new behavior that is not only nondeterministic but also genuinely surprising.
strategy and has been even more dominant in the field since.130 And, of course, Amazon would not have purchased Kiva Systems for $775 million dollars in cash were there no value added over human organization and retrieval.131 There have even been examples of new products—a new toothbrush design,132 or a surprising recipe for BBQ sauce133—credited to artificial intelligence systems.

At the same time, the prospect of emergent—in the sense of unanticipated—behavior in technology can be problematic. Consider the “flash crash” of 2010, wherein the stock market lost twenty percent of its value in twenty minutes.134 In that instance, the interaction of multiple high speed trading algorithms, largely harmless in isolation, collectively destabilized the market.135 No individual operator of a trading algorithm anticipated, let alone intended, this effect. But the interaction of many algorithms pursuing varied, overlapping, and competitive strategies led to an emergent phenomenon that required shutting down trading and building in counter mechanisms that are still being worked out.136

Social media has furnished other examples of behaviors unanticipated by the developers or operators of “bots,” i.e., disembodied robots interacting in a digital environment. In 2015, a system deployed by Google mislabeled a picture of African Americans as gorillas—to its creators’, and Google’s, mortification.137 A bot on the social media platform Twitter, designed by Microsoft to engage in seemingly spontaneous conversation through a combination of machine learning and predetermined responses, began to engage in what can only be de-

133. IBM’s Watson, an artificial intelligence engine that beat the top Jeopardy players in an exhibition match, also generates new food recipes; the Bengali Butternut BBQ Sauce is reportedly pretty good. NPR Staff, IBM’s Watson Is Out with Its Own Barbeque Sauce, NPR (Jul. 1, 2014), http://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2014/07/01/327204491/ibm-watson-is-out-with-its-own-barbecue-sauce (last visited Dec. 14, 2016).
135. Id. at 704–05.
136. Id. at 705–06.
scribed as hate speech and had to be discontinued. Another, less sophisticated chatbot appeared to threaten harm to a local fashion show. The tweet has since been deleted but was apparently serious enough to lead the Amsterdam police to investigate. Neither the developer nor the operator had any idea, let alone intention, that the bot would behave this way; according to reporting, they were genuinely surprised at what happened. Yet the incident demonstrates that where a system is embodied, or has the capacity physically to affect the world, emergent behavior can result in actual bodily harm.

Courts have yet to come into significant contact with emergent systems. When they inevitably do, however, judges will have to shed their current conceptions of technology or else risk making analytic mistakes. Victims are likely to experience emergent behavior by machines as real harm. They will be frightened of an online death threat, for instance, especially if they have no way of knowing whether a real person was behind it. They lose real money when algorithms destabilize the market. But it is not as clear that the law will identify a perpetrator.

Consider two contexts: criminal law and tort law. In criminal law, generally speaking the courts will look for an element of mens rea—the intending mind. Where a robot has been pre-programmed or tele-operated to commit a crime, it is clear that we can reach back to the programmer or operator to affix liability. But where the behavior is truly unanticipated, mens rea is missing. Google or Microsoft did not intend the harm their software caused. They would argue they were not reckless in releasing software code that later appeared to engage in hate speech; these companies presumably would not have released the code were they substantially certain of this outcome. And
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while Google or Microsoft may have been negligent, courts generally frown on negligence as a criminal law standard, as recently reaffirmed in *Elonis v. United States*.\(^{145}\)

Tort law does not necessarily require intent. It does not even always require negligence. But tort law does require foreseeability. At a minimum, a defendant must foresee the category of harm the plaintiff suffered in order to be held liable. Thus, for instance, in *Foster v. Preston Mill Co.*, the plaintiff mink farm owner alleged that nearby blasting shook the earth, causing her adult minks to eat their young.\(^{146}\) Even though blasting is an abnormally dangerous activity subject to strict liability, the court found that minks eating their young was not the sort of danger reasonably anticipated from blowing things up, and therefore, the defendant was not liable for the resulting harm.\(^{147}\)

Applied to emergent behavior in robots, courts might be comfortable holding a manufacturer of an autonomous vehicle liable for foreseeable accidents involving, for instance, the failure to stop at a stop sign. The resulting harm, a car crash, is foreseeable should the system make a mistake. But courts may struggle to attach liability to activities outside the usual scope of driving. How would a court react, for example, to a car owner’s death by carbon monoxide when his car, programmed to experiment with energy efficiency, started itself up and ran the engine in the garage to recharge the battery? Although such an example is fanciful today, as robots advance in sophistication, analogous incidents are not only possible but also likely.

If the mainstreaming of contemporary robotics leads to puzzles such as how criminal and tort law should treat emergent behavior, then judges will have to revisit a mental model that envisions robots as machines incapable of deviating from their programming.\(^{148}\) They could, in theory, preserve their current conception of a robot and attempt to find a human in the loop regardless. There have been several cases in the past where, confronted with an apparent error by an autonomous system, the court chose to locate responsibility in a person.\(^{149}\) For example, in *Ferguson v. Bombardier Services Corp.*, a court avoided the question of whether an autopilot system was responsible for an airplane crash by holding the airline liable on the basis that it improperly loaded the plane in contravention of Federal


\(^{147}\) *Id.* at 648–49.

\(^{148}\) To be clear, the robots will behave as programmed, but the resulting behavior will not necessarily be under the control of their creator or operator.

Aviation Administration rules, despite the autopilot being the more obvious cause of the crash.\textsuperscript{150}

Finding a developer, operator, or other person to blame for every action of a robot could be problematic in several ways. There are obviously reasons why criminal law tends to require intent, one being the sense that the violence of the state should not be brought to bear absent the understanding that the defendant had at least constructive notice of the unlawfulness of his behaviors and undertook them anyway.\textsuperscript{151} Tort law, in straying from foreseeability, would lose a similar intuition that defendants should only be held accountable if they did know or should have known that they could cause harm — a key limiting principle. A tendency to locate liability in the operators of robots could also incentivize the introduction of a human into the loop in order to absorb liability — what anthropologist M.C. Elish refers to as a “moral crumple zone.”\textsuperscript{152}

At a minimum, litigants in cases involving ever more sophisticated robots should be cognizant of the mental models judges may hold of the technology based on the near uniform ways judges have invoked this technology in metaphor. It is not inevitable that a given judge will think of all robot behavior as predetermined: many judges presiding over cases involving robotics probably have not thought much at all about the technology and will be encountering it for the first time. But it would be worth the time in court or the space in a brief for the litigant expressly to contrast what one might think of as a robot years ago with the state of the art today. I have personally argued for a more systematic approach: the government could create a repository of expertise about robotics to assist local and federal officials of all kinds in robotics law and policy.\textsuperscript{153} Such a body could participate in the court system through amicus briefs or by hosting trainings for judges as occurs today around forensic technology and other issues.

This is not a point limited to robotics. I simply use robotics as an illustration. And, as I explored above, the law and technology literature already recognizes how the court’s selection of a metaphor for a

\textsuperscript{150} Id. at 140 n.78 (citing Ferguson v. Bombardier Servs. Corp., 244 F. App’x 944 (11th Cir. 2007)).


new technology can influence legal outcomes. The addition here is that there are technologies, such as robots, that some set of judges have already been thinking about for other reasons — reasons I turn to in more detail in the next Section. How judges deploy a technology in metaphor could come into tension with the actual ways that technology functions in the world.

B. Robots in Justice as Translation

The preceding Section suggests that litigants, commentators, and judges themselves should pay attention to the ways judges invoke robots and other emerging technologies as part of their judicial reasoning, lest there develop a disconnect between the judge’s mental model of the technology and the issues the technology raises for litigants on the ground. This Section explains in greater detail what I believe is going on when judges invoke robots: they are trying to explain a legal decision in ways that will resonate with a lay audience.

A good starting point is the work of Boyd White. Responding in part to the cynicism of legal realism, which in its most extreme form counsels that legal opinions are a fig leaf for the political commitments of judges, he argues that the text of a case is important. The convention of the common law is that judges justify their decisions with words. This matters for a few reasons. First, it matters because judges must at least attempt to ground the outcome of a case in precedent and reason. Second, it matters because it gives additional guidance to future litigants and courts.

But Boyd White sees a third reason the text matters: judicial opinions, at their best, are fundamentally inclusive. They do not simply describe and apply the law in technical detail such that no layperson could hope to understand. The audience of the judge consists not only of lawyers but also the litigants, and everyone else. Judges should and do engage in a process of translation — they find ways to ground their verdicts in common sense or collective intuitions. The best opinions are ones that simultaneously follow the letter and spirit of the law and help the reader appreciate the sense and justice of doing so in this context.

It happens that a central example for Boyd White involves technological analogy. In a chapter on the electronic eavesdropping case, United States v. White, he contrasts the authoritative and technical majority opinion of Justice White, upholding the use of a radio trans-
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mitter to listen in on a defendant’s conversation with an informant, with the more colorful, journalistic dissent of Justice Douglas. For Justice Douglas, equating regular and electronic surveillance “is to treat man’s first gunpowder on the same level as the nuclear bomb.”

According to Boyd White, Justice Douglas is equally interested in explaining and even dramatizing the issues at stake for American citizens as he is in respecting precedent.

It is not hard to see why robots would also be useful to a judge in the process of translating justice. Robots have what some rhetoric scholars refer to as a “polysemous” quality. Robots admit of multiple, simultaneous meanings, which in turn permit judges to engage in a certain “strategic ambiguity.” Robots are thought to be both alive and not, animate and inanimate. Psychological studies find that subjects have difficulty characterizing robots as either objects or life forms, leading some researchers to believe an entirely new ontological category may be required. By labeling a litigant a robot, or referring to litigant behavior as robotic, the judge can simultaneously acknowledge that the litigant before the court is a person while introducing the prospect that she is not responsible for her actions.

The polysemy of robots seems to be at play, for instance, in explaining how it is that the defendant in Frye v. Baskin — the case of the father’s crashed car — might simultaneously be the driver of the vehicle but not responsible for its destruction. It helps explain how a company apparently involved in a Ponzi scheme is not only absolved of liability in the scheme but can itself sue the scheme’s architect. And it helps explain how plaintiffs with the means to leave a religious organization at any time can nevertheless proceed with a fraudulent inducement claim once they have been “deprogrammed” — or, alternatively, why they should not be able to proceed.
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Alternatively, a judge can create through her invocation of the robot an odious foil — an entity with all the trappings of a person but lacking emotion or free will. The “ideal reader” (to borrow another term from Boyd White) should appreciate how objectionable it would be to so reduce a judge or jury.168 Thus, by claiming that a trial court is not the robot of the appellate court that overrules it, the judge appeals to our shared revulsion to the removal of agency and discretion from an official whom we praise for sound judgment. And rejecting the idea that a jury or judge must be a robot in court reminds us that the legal process does not somehow strip participants of their humanity, experience, or even frailty.

In sum, to the extent that the American judge’s task is to translate legal concepts into terms acceptable to an American citizen, robots can be a useful rhetorical device. The concept of an entity that is simultaneously person- and machine-like is useful where a judge hopes to justify the preservation or suspension of agency. Under this view, the role of the robot is justice enhancing because it meets the citizen reader on his or her terms by appealing to a popular theme over dry, technical, and inaccessible legalisms to explain the court’s decision.

C. The Robot Metaphor and Critical Perspectives

I am in general agreement with Boyd White that generously written legal opinions enhance justice by translating law into terms accessible to an informed citizenry. Technological metaphors clearly play an important part here, as the preceding discussion of Justice Douglas’s dissent in White shows. But the fact that justice involves a process of translation does not absolve legal commentators of the obligation to engage critically in judges’ selection of metaphors in particular contexts. In this Section, I analyze one individual and one serial use of the robot metaphor that seem problematic from the perspective of gender and national origin. The first example involves the denial of agency to a woman in the 1950s by referring to her as the “robot” of a male party not before the court. The second involves the discounting of testimony by immigrants as “robotic.”

Consider again the case of Frye v. Baskin, involving the young woman driving her date’s father’s Ford.169 The defendant undertook to drive the car and actually depressed the pedals and steered the wheel.170 She did so without knowledge of how to drive and her lack
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of knowledge resulted in damage to the car.\textsuperscript{171} Ordinary principles of
tort law would hold her negligent. Her date was likely negligent as
well: he permitted a person without a license to operate a car in his
custody. He also gave poor instructions to that person. The court
could have easily found both the defendant and her date liable under
joint and several liability or comparative negligence.\textsuperscript{172} Instead, the
court transferred liability entirely from the defendant to her date — "if
it [was] negligence, it was John’s and not hers."\textsuperscript{173}

At one level, of course, this case was quite beneficial to the de-
fendant; she was not required to pay for damages to the vehicle. But at
another level, the story the judge tells and the language he uses chal-
lenges the defendant’s basic autonomy. It seems implausible that a
judge, writing in the 1950s, would have used the same language (or
come to the same conclusion) about a young man driving a car with-
out a license. The court of this time would be unlikely to write of a
young man that he was "completely under the control, tutelage, and
domination" of his female date.\textsuperscript{174} Rather, the idea of a woman lack-
ing agency — and hence being the "robot or automaton" of a man she
is with — seems plausible to this judge in a way readers today would
find suspect.\textsuperscript{175}

The idea that gendered metaphors reveal bias is not new. Professor
Jeannie Suk argues, for instance, that the court’s selection of a
woman in metaphors about privacy is revealing of judges’ attitudes
toward gender.\textsuperscript{176} She points, for instance, to the late Justice Scalia’s
reference to how thermal imaging permits the police to know "at what
hour each night the lady of the house takes her daily sauna” in the
Fourth Amendment case \textit{Kyllo v. United States}.\textsuperscript{177} Suk uses this and
other allusions to women’s bodies in privacy case law to illustrate
how legal conceptions of privacy reinforce a particular, traditional,
gendered narrative.\textsuperscript{178} Here, this essay makes a related but inverse
point: the willingness to invoke a robot — an object that looks and
acts like a person but lacks real agency — to describe a woman is also
revealing of judicial attitudes toward women, at least in the 1950s.

\textit{Frye v. Baskin} represents a specific instance of a judge choosing
an arguably unfortunate metaphor given the underlying gender dy-
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The next example involves the string of cases, discussed above in Section II.B, wherein a court dismissed the testimony of a witness or litigant because it was deemed “robotic.”\textsuperscript{179} In these cases, a lower court judge questioned the reliability and credibility of testimony because it struck the judge as oddly robotic. At first blush, this appears a neutral enough precedent: courts expect truthful testimony to have a spontaneous feel and might rightfully be suspicious of an overly scripted account.

It is hard to overlook, however, that virtually the only context in which the principle arises that robotic testimony should be discounted has been immigration.\textsuperscript{180} These are primarily foreign litigants hoping to gain asylum in the United States. English is presumably not their first language, and their backgrounds often differ remarkably from those of the judge. At a practical level, what the judge experiences as “robotic” testimony could be the product of any number of things aside from untrustworthiness. For example, the litigant could be having trouble expressing him or herself alone or through an interpreter. He or she may have no context for the norms of an American court. And so on. But at the level of rhetoric, it seems straightforwardly dehumanizing to analogize an immigrant to a robot. Like women in the 1950s, there is a danger in judges perceiving immigrants as falling somewhat short of full autonomy.\textsuperscript{181}

The use of robot as a metaphor is not inherently racist or sexist. For each of the above examples one might cite to another — such as the cases involving the imputation of knowledge to a corporation under the robotic control of a Ponzi scheme architect — that have seemingly nothing to do with demography. And Judge Higginbotham deployed the robot metaphor to argue that the beliefs and experiences of black judges should not disqualify them from deciding cases with diverse parties.\textsuperscript{182} But there is also a danger in invoking a concept like the robot. The robot is precisely useful as a mechanism of justice as translation because it bridges the human and the object and thereby helps to explain a certain kind of decision. Judges and others should be especially sensitive employing this metaphor to refer to individuals or groups whom society may already have marginalized, and we should look critically at the reasoning behind decisions that do so.

\textsuperscript{179} See supra notes 79–84 and accompanying text.
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\textsuperscript{181} For an example of a litigant equating the label “robot” with discrimination against immigrants, see Complaint at 5, Wei v. Bristol-Myers Squibb Co., CIV 537845 (Cal. Super. Ct. Mar. 21, 2016) (alleging that manager evinced discriminatory intent through his use of simile: “You have been here for ten years, working like a robot. You do not pay attention and do not know what you are doing.”).
V. CONCLUSION

This Article has made several claims. The first is that the law and technology literature examining the role of metaphor to date focuses almost exclusively on how the judge’s selection of a metaphor or analogy for a new technology can determine legal outcomes. This is an interesting and important area but does not necessarily exhaust the role of metaphor in technology law. Scholars can and should investigate the inverse phenomenon as well: how judges deploy technologies rhetorically to address existing legal questions. I selected the metaphor of the robot as an object of study for its conceptual richness and because of the differences and similarities between the areas in which the metaphor arises. Judges invoke robots in contexts as varied as tort liability, labor disputes, and asylum hearings, but always either as a foil, to claim greater latitude to interpret the law, or as a polysemy, to explain why an apparently culpable defendant must be absolved of responsibility.

The second claim is that, as a practical matter, the consistent conceptualization of robots as people without discretion may indicate that judges hold an outdated mental model of an increasingly important technology. Arguably what differentiates a robot from previous and constituent technologies is the robot’s ability to process, plan, and act on its own. Ultimately, judges and their audiences will need to grapple with the increasing capability of robots to exercise discretion and act in unpredictable ways, updating both the ways judges invoke robots in judicial reasoning and the common law that attends legal conflicts involving real robots.

The third and final claim is that there is reason to apply a critical lens to judges’ use of the robot metaphor. At a theoretical level, the use of a robot metaphor may be justice enhancing in that it eschews legalistic concepts in favor of accessible themes. But it can also be problematic: without necessarily being conscious of the move, judges sometimes invoke robots to deny agency to litigants who are marginalized. They invite the reader to see an other as a person, but without the hallmarks of personhood.